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  (Music playing).    

       

      >> Hello.  Welcome everyone.  Thank you so much for being with us today.  We are pleased to 

welcome you to inclusive digital transformation for SME and developing markets.  We will get started 

in just a moment or two.  We invite you to please share your name and your organization.  And 

where you are joining us from in the chat.  You can click on the chat button.  It will open up a chat 

pod on the right of your screen and feel free to say hello.  Let us know your organization and where 

you are joining from today.  Let us know if you have any questions before we begin.   

      Hello everyone.  Welcome.  Very much looking forward to our webinar today.  Inclusive digital 

transformation for SME and developing markets.  We will begin shortly.  We would love to hear your 

name and organization and where you are calling from today.  Feel to enter that into chat and let us 

know if you have any questions.   

      Welcome we will begin in just a minute.  Thank you for your patience and feel free to introduce 

yourself in the chat.  We would love to know your organization and where you are joining from.  Let 

us know also if you have any questions for today.  We will begin shortly.  Welcome.   

      >> All right welcome everyone.  I think we are going to go ahead and get started and I will hand it 

over to Devi to welcome us all.  

      >> Hello everyone and welcome to the Marketlinks webinar in partnership with the Alliance for 

eTrade Development.  Also known as the eTrade Alliance  or the alliance.  My name is Devi and I am 

a Market Systems Specialist with the Center for Economic and Market Development in the Bureau of 

Development, Democracy, and Innovation at the U.S. Agency for International Development.  Which 

is also called USAID and I manage the E trade accomplices market links platform and it is great 

pleasure to be with you today.  The eTrade Alliance is a global development alliance between USAID 

and private sector partners and implemented by palladium and next trade group.  Aimed at 

enabling micro, small and medium sized firms from developing in emerging markets to engage in 

cross border Ecommerce.  The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the impact that Ecommerce 

can have on academic growth.  Indeed, Ecommerce has the potential to open new opportunities for 

developing dun countries SME to go through trade.  Through the alliance,  eTrade helps SME used in 

ecommerce as a means to support economic growth and job creation worldwide.  The alliance 

designs ask and operationalizes to enable new development gains and works in markets with 

partners goal ls are aligned with U.S. aid development goals the alliance supports SME through all 

stages of their digital journeys providing with them with applied learning platform solutions and 

services to grow domestic and international online sales with a strong focus on enabling women led 

firms in Ecommerce.  In the last year alone the eTrade Alliance  supported and trained more than 

500 SME around the world in Ecommerce.  Launched dialogs with over 400 policymakers' industry 
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leaders and regulators.  Developed an innovative proof of concept for digital IDs and assisted in 

crafting a fintech loan guarantee.  And published a digital and SME Ecommerce index analyzing 

policies of 52 countries our work through the ETrade Alliance  underscores U.S. aid commitment to 

local businesses as the engines of growth and development which is highlighted in the economic 

growth approach.  As a means to solve critical development challenges.  The ETrade Alliance  allows 

us to implement this approach by bringing together policy guidance data.  Analytics and global good 

practices for MSME to advocate for policy and programs to promote and utilize Ecommerce more 

effectively.  The efforts form part of U.S. aid long standing work to promote trade from basic 

internet connectivity to sophisticated fin tech.   

      These efforts also speak to U.S. aid digital strategy which provides a road map for staff 

admissions to accelerate development.  Adoption and use of digital technologies in countries in 

which we work.  With the guiding documents U.S. aid providing digitization and Ecommerce as a way 

to include inclusive growth and accelerate sustainable development.  With that background I am 

thrilled today turn the floor over to Kati founder and CEO of next trade group as well as technical 

director for the eTrade Alliance  to lead us through the discussion today.  Kati will moderate a 

conversation with E trade partners and members who will make the case why enabling Ecommerce 

can be a strong development tool for growth and competitiveness with that over to you.  

      >> Thank you very much.  We are thrilled to have the event with all of you and discuss more 

about the work of the eTrade Alliance .  Before we turn to the esteemed panelist, I want to share a 

couple of slides about a work echoing what Nevi was talking about and to the next slide please.   

      Basically, to discuss what Devi mentioned the alliance works with MSME around the world and 

our goals are to increase the number of SME who sell online.  And on amazon.  Et see and E bay and 

others and increase SME volume o line for cross border commerce.  We have five different work 

streams. T if you want -- enabling environment work and work with governments run around the 

world to SME skills development for Ecommerce directly with SME and we pilot for logistics and last 

month access to finance.  Working with fin techs and inclusive trade with law firms and women led 

firms and you can see the URL at the bottom.  

      So, we have a diverse range of companies that come together into the alliance and if you think of 

them as part of the eco system that that supports SMEs in the Ecommerce sales cycle.  The alliance 

brings together the various capabilities that SME need to go from obtaining financing to purchasing 

supplies. T to, marketing.  Selling online.  Carrying out their payment.  Carrying out their shipment 

and logistic purchases to after sales purchases and so forth.  And bring the two together.  And in 

cases the partners have their own individual project with us but we also bring partners increasingly 

to go t to intervene in a multipartner collaboration format and I you will give you an example in the 

next slide please for that.   

      We have here some data on how MSME are engaging in Ecommerce around the world.  What we 

see over and over around the r world is that MSME are mostly social sellers.  They are using 

Facebook.  Instagram and social channels to sell online.  In southeast Asia where this snapshot is 

from SMEs are also starting to usen online marketplaces increasingly for the sales. T like local 

marketplaces.  And U.S. marketplaces and local Asian marketplaces as well. In the main SME are still 

selling on the social platforms.   
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      We are excited about SME Ecommerce as a way to enable trade and growth.  We see over and 

over once we get the sellers and online sellers into marketplace sellers, we tend to see those firms 

that are selling in market places to export and they are also likely to diversify the markets because 

these online marketplaces enable them to reach diverse sets of customers around the world in 

different markets with such greater ease.  We see the irregularity market after market and that is 

why we are doing what we are doing.  Seeking the online sellers that are the staple of sellers ask and 

to enable to be marketplace sellers and enable with different cape b-abilities from logistics to 

payments and financing.   

      We also observe from SME ecommerce.  Around the world scoring new customers through 

Ecommerce and improving the cash flow.  Revenue.  Becoming more profitable.  And particularly the 

larger firms selling on online marketplaces are also securing international customers and we see the 

patterns over and over it is a compelling data for us to pride our work.  Next.   

      However.  So why are we in this?  Well, still of course SME are as a result of COVID on boarding 

marketplaces and getting into the digital economy at great rates and we see huge adoption rates for 

SME to use online payments.  And online marketplaces and so forth.  However, we see many 

challenges that need to be solved in order for SME to more effectively engage online.  First of all, 

there are challenges related to maintaining their online presence.  They are doing their digital 

marketing and standing out in the crowded online space.  Oftentimes SME have challenges receiving 

payments from foreign customers and managing the logistics dealing with the tar the decisional 

trade challenges like market access and customs procedures.  And we see SME around the world 

and this is a snapshot from southeast Asia and we see this echoed around the world.  The financing 

solutions and one thing better digital marketing capabilities and dealing with the emerging 

challenges of data privacy roles or other digital regulations.  Next.   

      So, give you a quick example.  We observe in market after market is five segments of SME and 

tailer our approaches.  And the needs vary by segment.  I will give you an example.  In Ecuador.  If 

you click it once.  Another time.  We have a two-faced approach in an intervention we are doing.  The 

first focus is on sellers that are more advanced already in the Ecommerce and have their own online 

stores and already exported and working with Ecommerce institute.  E bay.  DHL.  MasterCard as 

well as amazon to on board the sellers in global marketplaces and enable them to access logistic 

services.  Payments.  And finances to grow their sales on the global marketplaces and export to the 

U.S. market.  We have phase two which is for a different segment.  If you click one more time.  We 

have a phase two we are rolling out to right now.  There should be partners like -- which is a 

platform for women out of Mexico.  The DHL go trade program and connect Americas.  And we are 

focusing more on the social sellers. T those sellers in the early stages of the digital journey and 

bringing the capabilities together to support them to establish the first online stores and raps to sell 

locally, initially before starting to sell internationally and that is one example of how we bring these 

capabilities together to support the different segments of MSME.  Next.  

      This is the last slide I have.  We have a great deal of resources online in an E trade policy hub and 

other parts of t web site where you can access data on MSME.  How engaging in Ecommerce and 

also mappings of how developing countries are enabling MSME ecommerce and programs and 

policies they have in place. If you click one more time.  And one more please.  There we go.  We have 
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a number of indices and data products and diagnostics in 17 different markets on how MSME are 

engaging online.  What policies need to be resolved and best practices and programs for national 

governments and local governments and stakeholders to follow.  And this year we will have learning 

from our interventions to share with you on what we are learning and how to improve this work.  

And we can always improve.  And how we can better scale these approaches to reach more SME.  

That is on my side and I will turn over to the panel.  We will share the slides with you.  Please 

welcome the panel as the next step.   

      So, we have a great panel of four members of the alliance.  Maria who is vice president for 

international policy UPS global public affairs. Erica executive director of Ecommerce institute.  

Wamic director of global government engagement and development finance institutions at visa and 

Jason Blackman senior director trade compliance and regulatory affairs from DHL express.  I am 

glad to welcome our panelists and thank you very much.  And I will turn over to Maria as the first 

speaker them to introduce yourself.  If you might discuss with us a little more about why UPS is 

working with MSME in Ecommerce.  Why are you in the alliance and it makes sense to partner.  

      >> Thank you so much.  And thank you so USAID and all of the partners and my name is Marie y 

and I am from Columbia and I grew up in 20 different countries and now live in the U.S.  I mention 

that working as vice president of global policy affairs at UPS I get to have an amazing job and one is 

leading the efforts in how we support small and medium sized businesses and women owned 

businesses. T we have a women expr otter program to be if you will engage in international trade.  

As a company we believe it is important to have an inclusive economic growth.  We have focused 

resources on how do we help doing capacity building?  How do we help access to market?  And how 

do we provide a regulatory recommendation to governments that can improve the business for 

small businesses?  And the other Kati.  I you love your statistics and you do an amazing job 

presenting them.   

      The other part of this is that in Ecommerce it is changing the face of trade and the opportunities 

that are available and we launch the woman exporter program was launched in 201.  When we had 

the pan em demic and it is fascinating to see out of this horrible tragedy how in nine months we saw 

changes in Ecommerce we expected to take 5 to 10 years and has given the opportunity to micro 

and small businesses and partner the population that we never thought would be able to have a be 

wiz to open up.  That is why we have joined and had we are excited to be part of the team and with 

all of my colleagues to be able to make a difference.  I will stop there.   

      >> Wonderful.  Thank you so much.  Turning over to Erica.  Erica please if you can share about 

what Ecommerce institute does and why you are in the alliance.  

      >> Thank you.  Good morning.  Afternoon.  Good evening.  It is so nice to know that you are 

showing in from different parts of the world.  First of all, thank you all for your participation today.  

Thank you, USAID, for the invitation for me.  It is an excellent opportunity to share with all of you.  

Part of the Ecommerce institute work with eTrade Alliance .  I love to be p here to discuss education.  

And digital trade.  And I you are Erica.  And I am based in Argentina and executive director of 

Ecommerce institute.  And I have been with this organization for ten years. And I am leading a global 

project.  And women's programs and all initiatives of alliance on behalf of the Ecommerce institute.  

Ecommerce institute is a regional leader.  Nonprofit organization with its work in five countries.  
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Developing initiatives to pro mote education.  Digital commerce around the world.  Especially in 

Latin America.   

      Among the main initiatives to promote and boost SME and Ecommerce and reduction of the 

knowledge gap.  I would like to mention some initiatives.  For example, we organize Ecommerce -- it 

is the most important event of networking in Latino America.  With persons in 18 countries and has 

trained for free for more than 200 participants.  Ecommerce institute has a center of entrepreneur 

ship where to train and accelerate a great number of labs per year.  We have a big academic offer 

such as courses, masters, programs.  Online, in-person and blended training.  With a focus on the 

different levels of knowledge and sectors of the digital economy.  

      Also, we have the women program to promote female talent and leadership in the Ecommerce 

industry through training and mentorship as well as in networking events.  We are part of the 

alliance providing initiatives in order to trade under certain Latin America women led SME in 

commerce and also, we are organizing digital trade dialogs to identify needs and solutions and 

engage key stakeholders and promote enabled environment for commerce.   

      You can find more information about the Ecommerce institute in the presentations that is shared 

through the chat box.  Thank you so much for the invitation and this opportunity for us.  

      >> Thank you so much.  Turning over to Jason.  Going to Africa where Jason is based to hear 

more about how DHL is working with us in the alliance.  Thank you, Jason.  

      >> Thank you, Kati, and thank you for the opportunity to share with your participants.  I have 

been at DHL for 28 years involved looking after 21 countries as director for customs and regulator I 

am fairs.  A challenging environment and very diverse.  Good opportunities and especially for 

Ecommerce.  We have seen incredible growth over the past two years driven by the COVID 

pandemic.  Some countries 17 percent growth in Ecommerce and opportunity.  It is a fundamental 

topic and anybody would be remiss in the obligations to ignore the Ecommerce environment.  And 

COVID has helped to accelerate the importance of Ecommerce and expanding beyond borders and 

certainly in many after are I ka DHL has focused on that and how we help to empower MSME.  And 

working with agencies where we have changes in terms of how we get them on board and facilitate 

trade leaning towards Ecommerce.  For us this particular topic is of particular importance. We have 

seen during COVID how the pandemic has limited what people can do.  We know for example, a 

South African example.  They are opening the Ecommerce flood gates in 2020 when they initially 

locked down Ecommerce totally and only deliver essentials.  We saw a return to a sense of normalcy.  

Where current companies for example were allowed to deliver nonessential products to people's 

homes. T and took the pandemic and more comfort to people. We found more people are looking to 

bring products from their own countries especially the di spore ra in Ethiopia.   

      Ecommerce is important and DHL is investing in trade and upscaling and training and partnering 

with the alliance in in terms of capacity building and bringing our expertise to the table and 

providing guidance, training materials and facilitating training programs across the region.  And 

there are tracking developments ahead and I am excited what we seen on the calendar and 

schedule and 2022 and how we are expanding across Africa and the partnerships with USAID and 

other NGO in materials of how we can make a difference in people's lives.  Not from the perspective 
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of DHL as a company.  But as DHL as a #k06r7 corporate socially responsible company and how we 

help our customers and the MSME to expand across borders.  

      >> Turning it over to Wamic.   

      >> Thank you so much.  And it is a pleasure to be here and part of the panelists and of course 

speaking with colleagues from all over the world it is a pleasure to be here and thank you so much.  

To give you a little background about myself.  I am Wamic and work on visa global government 

engagement team and support a lot of the work with partnerships and institutes.  USAID.  World 

bank and others so we can work together to drive broader digital transformation in developing 

countries.  I am a core international development professional.  And I worked in the world bank for 

many years and working on financial inclusion issues and digital payments issues in in emerging, 

markets and a lot of my focus is focused on the, markets upon the dash board and the south Asian 

markets.  

      It is a pleasure to be part of the ETrade Alliance .  Visa has been engaged in a number of different 

activities with alliance and it is, you know, it has been a great opportunity for us to share our 

experience and also to learn from other organizations and the alliance and have a shared vision for 

broader digital transformation.   

      For us, small and medium businesses are a critical part of our business.  We made a goal right at 

the onset of the pandemic to digitize 50 million small and medium size businesses by the end of 

2023.  We are tracking our progress in terms of global commitment and we have been able to 

achieve about half of that.  About 25 million businesses we have been able the to digitize as well.   

      And I think that one of the other aspects if I may I wanted to mention.  We at visa recently 

released our back to business study.  It was just released in January and it is focused on the 2022 

small and medium be business outlook and it is based on surveys with over 2200 small business 

owners in a couple of different markets around the world.  And I thought I would share for this 

discussion a couple of interesting insights from that.   

      First, we learned that an overwhelming 82 percent of small and medium sized businesses say 

they man to accept some form of digital option in 2022 and 73 percent see accepting new forms of 

payments is going to be fundamental to their business world.  Here is the part that is interesting to 

me.  24 percent plan to accept digital currency.  Such as crip toe currency.  Like bit coin.  We see a 

trend on digital currencies ask and what that means for SME around the world.  

      For Ecommerce it was incredible 90 percent of the SME was due for Ecommerce and reported 

half of the revenue which was 52 percent came from online channels in the last three months and 

the last quick step I might mention is majority of SME we surveyed are relied on digital payment and 

seeing a bigger shift to digital payments in the future.  64 percent of the respondents anticipated 

being able the to make the shift within the next ten years and 41 percent said they can do within the 

next two years.  

      If I can quickly give a shout out to the visa economic empowerment institute that has done 

research analysis in this area.  We have done survey work on SME and what we learned the survey 
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respondents were more interested in digital enablement access to Ecommerce etc.  Rather than 

actual financial assistance such as grants and loans from the government.  

      This is during the course of the pandemic and we are seeing they have a greater preference for 

digital enablement than actual financial assistance, grants, r or loans from the government.  I 

wanted today share those insights.  

      >> Thank you very much.  Great to hear from everybody.  On why they are in the alliance and of 

course everybody has been emphasizing very much that have you had has changed the game.  It 

accelerated the adoption of online tools among SME and created new ways for SME to gain access to 

digital marketing.  Logistic services and finance.  I think from our perspective one of the powerful 

benefits of the alliance is this.  That your companies who are on the front lines of Ecommerce 

markets and you see firsthand the challenges that SME wrestle with we see some of it reflected in 

researchand you see the challenges everyday dealing with companies. T Maria I want to deepen a 

little bit on this.  We have many implementing partners on the line.  What are the challenges you are 

seeing SME facing as they engage in Ecommerce and what are some of the collusions you have 

developed to deal with these challenges?  

      >> Thank you.  I think one of the first things we see when we talk about digital commerce and it is 

a reality, we can't forget in a lot of developing countries. Affordability of information.  It is still a p 

battle we have not won.  The digital infrastructure is one of t channels we seek through our 

programs and it is fascinating for me when we meet entrepreneurs and they have innovation and 

ideas where they adapt and set up meetings with potential customers at certain times of the day.  

They know they have access.  Or areas they are going to go to those places and for me that is one 

thing that is a challenge and I will talk about the solutions in p a moment.  The affordability of digital 

trade.  The other piece for SME we have seen a lot of them selling the informal economy verses the 

formal economy and that limits it is opportunity of what can they do.   

      So, what the pandemic did accelerating this access to customers that otherwise they never 

thought they could have in a way that they can afford to promote or to sell.  They also realized there 

is a need for the formality to be able the have access to electronic payments.  Or understanding that 

some of the customers may want to return their product.  Or how do you handle a refund. All f of 

these things became, are very important.   

      The third one and this is in general to all SME.  We at UPS did a survey in ten countries in 

developing in developing countries and for r me it was fascinating to see that consistent.  In all of the 

countries included.  U.K.  U.S.  Canada.  And we had countries that didn't have the same 

infrastructure in Africa and Latin America.  All of them the complexity of the regulations and lack of 

understanding of how can the government help them in some of the things it is fascinating.  They 

done have the time.  A large group of people looking at what are the regulatory processes to 

understand be better compliance or the support governments are giving to us.  For me that was a 

third one.  

      What are we doing as a company?  We are doing I will say three things to address all of these.  

One I think Jason mentioned.  We are also focusing on the capacity building.  On the training.  

Providing information in SME terms. We can talk acronyms and policies and regulations.  I am a 
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customs nerd and a trade nerd.  And I can go very technical quickly.  But explaining in terms that the 

businesses can understand that helps a lot.  And that gives m them the peace of mind knowing that 

it helps with the second one about being from the informal the formal economy.  That make as 

difference.  If they have the facts and the information.  Then they can build the trust to be able to do 

it.   

      The second thing we are doing is finding solutions of the cost of logistics of exporting or sending 

out.  For many countries there was no infrastructure and if we think about it the 20th century was 

built for larger companies to export and the regulations reflect that.  It was for larger companies and 

now in the 21 century and especially the last five years I will say.  We are having to change that.  How 

do we approach that for small and medium sized enterprises and that is where we are looking for 

solutions and afford b l solutions?  

      Last p but not least before we move is really, we are spending a lot of time talking with a 

government ask the entities that have an impact on the movement of Ecommerce and exports.  To 

be a voice for small businesses.  Because small businesses don't have the time to go to a big 

association or be part of a big chamber.  This is not the usual medium of where they work.  And we 

have taken a very active advocacy role for small businesses to explain to governments how they 

need to make the regulations less complex.  Easier to understand.  And really that helps them to 

decrease the cost for doing because for small businesses and those are the things. Part of the 

ETrade Alliance  that is a big value it brings to us.  We are able to reach out to different governments 

around the globe.  Thank you.   

      >> Fantastic.  Erica from your advantage point do you agree with the challenges that Maria is 

identifying and what are some of the solutions you are devising on your side as you are dealing with 

SME, with such a great volume of SME across Latin America.  

      >> We have common components with Maria obviously because we are in Latin America.  Access 

the to the internet connection.  It was an issue and especially during the pandemic.  Because, for 

example, the women needed to share with, they are devices for example, it was really an issue.  

Access to our own devices I think is an issue for training.  Women led firms.  Digital service is 

understood we need to provide tools to give facilities to increase their businesses.   

      Providing access to smart phones and computers.  And online payments and marketing 

capabilities.  For example, obviously we have problems with the access to financing.  Talent and 

services in the Latin America.   

      For example, one solution could be to create perhaps where the women can connect to the 

internet for example.  We need to engage key stakeholders. T we need to find sponsors in order to 

provide element, or tools for training.  For example.   

      The main (Indistinct) to women getting into business.  Such as access to business networks.  

Facilities and financing.  So, they are really an issue for them.  And other issues are related to 

marketplaces.   

      Marketplace's fee.  Payment platforms fee.  They need to increase sales and export and 

obviously as was mentioned business (Indistinct) we found a lot of different (Indistinct) in different 
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countries and it is an issue for us in marketplace when the company is not formal.  So, we need to 

train in this issue.  To give support to SME.  And train in leadership.  I think the most important thing 

when you design a training it is not only providing digital commerce.  Content.  Also, we need to 

provide leadership content in order to give facilities and opportunities to upscaling and grow their 

businesses.  Thank you, Kati.   

      >> Wonderful thank you.  What seems to come through is some of the fundamental issues in the 

digital economy.  Infrastructure.  Access to devices is an issue for particular segments of SME and 

women led firms in markets like Latin America.  What are you seeing Jason in Africa?  What are the 

changes and you we are probably familiar with the challenges?  What else have you found there in 

your continent.  

      >> What is interesting and I was making note as my colleagues on the call.  The panelists were 

making their submissions or their discussions and the commonalities in the different regions.  In 

Africa we see similar problems that are referenced in Latin America and other regions and some of 

the issues in our region for example poor infrastructure is a huge challenge for SME getting their 

products to market.  Getting to the airports.  Can take hours if not days to bring the products to 

market.  We are seeing poor and weak national system ls.  The lack of harmonization in regulatory 

framework ss a big challenge especially when it comes to implementing the African continental free 

trade area.  That was implementing last January when operation went live but we haven't seen 

tangible trade taking place.  There is a lot of challenges on the ground that are impacting it.  One 

being the patchwork of regulatory framework and lack of harmonization.  What regulation.  It is 

understanding the regulatory frameworks in which the entities or individual traders, for example, 

may find themselves.  Was mentioned the regulation and complexities of the regulations are a big 

issue in Africa and a lot of the time we are approached by the SME about how to unpack the 

regulatory framework and understand the basic offense what Ecommerce and trading cross border 

is.  

      It is the lack of access through training.  The capacity building is definitely one of the issues 

somebody else raised and it is the same in Africa.  It is training the public sector and customs 

authorities.  As what is need today push forward the trade agenda and tangible affect to the A and 

CTFA and promoting for us most importantly other than training the digitalization agenda it is slow 

to take traction in Africa and we are lagging behind the rest of the world and that is due to lack of 

access to technology and financing.  Financing the investments that are needed.  The infrastructure I 

have talked about already.  Harmonization.  And how do we reduce the costs of trading at the 

border.  And crossing the border.  That is one of the focal areas we have on our agenda and 

partnerships with various NGO and speaking with USAID yesterday how do we train and reduce the 

cost of trading cross borders and finding ways to strip out the complexities of exporting, for 

example, and not just for example, I finished a video now for customers ins South Africa taking the 

complexity out of exports.  It is a daunting class and when we did train through the alliances last 

year with the f African pan initiative, we found the SME were scared about crossing the borders and 

what is involve and had how difficult it can be.  When you unpack into simple and scalable modules 

and training for example, the look of realization or how easy it can be when you take out all of the 

complexity and give the basic fundamentals and upscale them.  The look of fear on their faces on 

Monday morning when they start to end on Wednesday it is not as complicated as it looks.  You 
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unpacked and simplify and had helped to understand what the expectations and requirements are.  

That is the real take away from last year.  The training and upscaling and from a regulatory 

perspective find out how we facilitate change management.  When thing in Africa one of the 

challenges with change management and helping to facilitate change management training and 

capacity building with the regulatory authorities in conjunction with the private programs and 

private sectors.  

      >> Thank you very much Jason.  Not only do we need to train SME and tailer the training to their 

level or knowledge about Ecommerce and get rid of some of the fears and also train regulators 

about what SME need and how to enable SME eCommerce including cross border which is a p big 

challenge.  What are you seeing Wamic from visa stand point?  We see payments as big challenge for 

some segments of SME.  Although improving much greatly around the world thanks to visa and 

others what are some of the challenges you are facing in your work?   

      >> Thank you so much.  I would agree with all of the changes and opportunities that have been 

mentioned.  I think we are seeing the same thing.  One of the focus and Kati as you were mentioning 

the focus on infrastructure and connectivity and as colleagues are mentioning cross border and I 

think the broader challenges we are seeing and something we can focus on is working together to 

maximize the benefits and remove the remaining impediments for local small businesses anywhere 

across the world in developing countries to connect across international borders and export more 

and connect to global value chain ps.  Fundamentally we have seen that has made them more 

resilient and better recover and grow their business in light of the pandemic.  

      There is a number of opportunities on the policy and regulation side.  Technology and evolution 

side.  Regional blocks.  There is different component and I think we need to work together to see 

what the pain points are.  What the opportunities are.  And how we can work together to get more 

local SMEs to be with connected to international borders and export more and connect to global 

value chains.  

      I would say in particular two components come out the to me.  One is global interoperability 

discussion.  We see in developing countries a slowly greater connection between mobile money 

providers.  Local digital wallets and bank accounts and those connections where MSME can benefit 

from that and used across border as well.  MSME have the choice to integrate across different 

platforms and export better.  

      This global interoperability discussion will drive the scale and impact we have the to take MSME 

to the next level and it is something we should discuss and think through further.  

      Other aspect is cross border electronic payment acceptance.  At the end of the day remittances 

and other aspects you need the technology solutions and the latest innovations to allow MSME to 

pay and receive payments.  To pay payments in the most safe and secure manner.  I think what we 

are seeing is an opportunity for really driving electronic payment acceptance and leveraging the 

latest solution and technologies that meet the needs of local SME and there are some opportunities 

for that as well.  

      Of course, as the colleagues mentioned and this is from a number of works, we have done in 

developing countries.  Including Bangladesh.  Training.  Digital skills building.  We have seen from 
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our own pilots in this work it is critical and we have, it is something that definitely I think collectively 

we should think about further in person.  

      >> Fantastic.  What we have seen in the alliance is another kind of powerful benefit for the public 

sector is to partner with entities like yourself that have the expertise.  Knowledge.  Capabilities that 

are distinct from those of say USAID and vice versa and USAID bring global networks and reach with 

governments and finance and support solutions together with the private sector is a very powerful 

synergy and something I think all of you are bringing to the table with logistic services.  Capacity 

services and payment services to the table.  

      All of you also have a strong focus on women led firms as does USAID and I am sure many in the 

audience are focusing on women led r firms and what we see in the research is once women led 

firms and men led firms are comparable, they do similarly in eCommerce.  But it seems the to be a 

greater struggle for women led firms to get to a point where they run a formal firm and have access 

to all of t technologies and that is coming through the diagnostics over and over in in different 

markets.  What are some of the best practices you might recommend to the implementing partners 

to build women led firms' capacity for eCommerce.  Maria, I will turn it over to you.  

      >> Thank you.  It is interesting and I am reading some of the comments on the chat.  First and 

foremost, I want to say that women are great entrepreneurs and we find amazing stories around it 

had globe.  And I am very blessed to be leading the exporter program from the public affairs team in 

that respect.  And I will say three recommendations that I have found and it is in your comments 

and what my colleagues have said in the panel.  One, understanding that women are not used to 

networking as much as men led firms.  So, we, when we were reaching out for women 

entrepreneurs, we couldn't find them as easy in the chamber on association.  Or etc.  It was more 

local type of comparatives or getting together and we are talking in developing countries.  In 

developed countries there is a little bit more of a networking.  They are there to work and do their p 

and take care of their family and that is it.  Not networking.  

      Giving the importance and a little bit of the mentoring.  That is another thing we do.  Not only for 

representing UPS corporation.  But we have the UPS foundation that has taken as one of the top 

priorities to support women owned businesses around the r world and we do a lot of mentoring and 

understanding why is it important to network?   

      The second thing is the, in some instances is the capacity build sg important and the training 

because that empowers them with the knowledge that maybe otherwise, they wouldn't have access 

to.  Or didn't know they were entrepreneurs and the pandemic made them be entrepreneurs and 

they discover they like it.  In Columbia for example women have benefitted more in terms they now 

own more of the SME in the country.  Because of going through eCommerce.  But the capacity is 

important and then putting in practice.  To what you were saying about that is where we see the 

power of private, public partnerships.  The business side brings that sense of urgency.  Of you need 

to get it tone and you have you to implement what you learn you can study and get capacity.  Or get 

training in a lot of things if you don't know how the to implement it and you don't see it growing 

your business.  Then the use of your time your most important asset is wasted.  And that is where I 

think it is important that we helped and worked together to create the access for markets for what 

they have.   
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      The third part is in many countries what we have seen globally.  Sometimes it is not the 

regulation.  It is the cultural barriers that exist for women owned businesses to be successful and I 

think that is something we have together as a community.  Private.  Public.  And NGO.  Be able to 

work.  Not focusing on the negative or the horrible situations which still happens and NGOs are 

focusing on that.  But also focusing on the positive and empowering.  How can we make a change 

because changing a woman's life who is part of a family changes a family?  Changes a community.  

And I think that is something we have also looked at that is, that we, that I would say will make a 

bigger difference for women.  Giving them a safe place for them to p be entrepreneurs.  Thank you.  

      >> Fantastic.  I think Erica you mentioned some of the issues Maria is discussing about 

empowering women.  Showing them that they can be leaders in the digital economy and so forth.  

What are some of the best practices as you are working through the E women program to enable 

women led firms in eCommerce.  What are some of the good practices you might mention?   

      >> Thank you.  Yes, I agree with Maria again.  And I think that the most important thing we need 

to keep in mind when we design programs for women.  We have social, culture, and (Indistinct) facts.  

We are different to the men.  I you can't say about the Latin America experience I know each 

generation or country have their particular (Indistinct) stakes.  In Latin America the balance between 

time and learning it is very important for women.  Because we are in charge of the most domestic 

task and child care.   

      For example, we provide online training so that the women can take the course every day.  Every 

time.  And whatever.  Or wherever they stay.  And for example, this is a great practice.  Other is 

shorter courses.  Because the women have a little time to train.  Learning by doing.  It is very 

important to train into theatrical or practical content it is important that they can implement their 

knowledge to apply their knowledge and to design a road map for their businesses in the long term.  

The eCommerce institute as I mentioned earlier, we have been programmed, strong focus on 

cultivating and participating in women's leadership.  Skills and I want to share with you it is very 

important this type of training about soft skills.  Leadership skills the women need to obtain.  Tools 

related to communication.  Related to leadership management.  So, it is very important.  This point.  

And other is the importance of (Indistinct) women's technical skills.  The development with work to 

build the leadership skills and peer learning with others.  They need to see inspirational cases.  They 

need to build community.  We are special for build communities.  We are very we have skills to build 

community.  They have a system where they can train and share experiences and knowledge.  Is o I 

think it is very important.  Access to learning and networks.  And I assist in this topic.  We need to 

train about capabilities for transactions.  Digital capabilities and business capabilities too.  Thank 

you.   

      >> Great going beyond in training and digital and going beyond to empower women to see 

themselves as leaders and also free up the time and also have adjustable I guess learning aligned 

with their schedules and aligned with their work.  Jason are these things that you are observing as 

you are rolling out the DHL roll trade program and other programs with women in Africa?   

      >> We are seeing some of the challenges.  Very much aligned with what the other participants 

are saying as well.  In terms of the challenges facing women in Africa and maybe what I can do is 

share with you some of the things we are doing in Africa in terms of empowering the ladies so to 
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speak or in terms of focusing on these female parts of t training environment.  Female 

entrepreneurs and SMEs.  And very similar challenges we are picking up on as a note.  We are seeing 

things in terms of access to formal education.  We are seeing situations with hard time requirements 

of exports and other processes that affect women because of their time.  Poverty due to household 

responsibilities and I think somebody mentioned earlier.  And sexual harassment.   

      In terms of beyond the borders and other impacting factors we are seeing issues such as jobs.  

The small business and industry work are less valued in the supply chain and have a higher 

investment and can fewer people be investing in them.  We see female entrepreneurs have less 

access to digital technology.  What are the things we are trying the to do within the go trade 

program in Africa?  We are looking at things like 5050 gender balances in the trade ma'am programs 

and some are how do we upscale the female entrepreneurs and we have almost a bias in the 

training programs and upscaling programs we are running across Africa and ensuring we are 

leading those towards the female entrepreneurs and female businesses and making sure that the 

KPI measure that and are we achieving success and empowering that part of our trading 

community.  In terms of 2023 we have an object I have of trading a thousand SME and that is a 5050 

balance in the SME training development program.  

      We are looking at mentoring programs and mentor ships and we have a fellowship program we 

started where we are linking MBA students to entrepreneurs so they can benefit from the practical 

experience that the entrepreneurs go through and leverage off of the trainings and business schools 

that is the students bring.  Lot offense opportunity and again the biggest thing standing out for me 

is training and upscaling and capacity building and that is the key for me in Africa and what I am to 

from the fellow panelists.   

      >> Excellent.  We have on our web site in the ETrade Alliance  web site.  A document that visa 

cosponsored last year look at how to set up training programs for women led firms and interviewed 

everybody here and other global programs that work object women led firms and eCommerce and 

develop a guide to enable women led firm.  Wamic, you have been a part of that effort as visa and 

you also have programs that you have piloted with women led firms in Bangladesh I understand.  

Can you share some of the lessons learned and some of the best practices with us?   

      >> Yes.  Thank you so much.  And absolutely.  As training and upscaling and capacity building, I 

think that should be a priority and emphasis.  One of the programs that we have is practical 

business skills and I think what is interesting about it is it allows formats or delivery formats that 

cater to the schedule.  The situation.  The country context and the needs of women.  There are 

videos that you know, you can take at your own convenience.  Short videos.  But then are able to get 

real insights and training on money management to a number of other key topics and translated to 

different languages and this is one example of building programs, and curriculum in a way that 

meets that particular country context and meets the needs of the women and are able to evaluate 

how effective that is.   

      But as Kati you were saying and I think for visa we have been engaged in a number of digital 

coaching.  Digital mentoring programs.  Across different markets and one of them in particular that I 

was involved in is in Bangladesh actually.  We worked with the international trade center.  The 

international trade center is a joint venture between the United Nations and world trade 
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organization and have a mission to connect 3 million women led MSME to global value chains by the 

end of 20:21. Essentially in Bangladesh we engaged in a pilot together.   

      It was focused on deep coaching, mentoring, capacity building on specific topic areas.  For 

example, it was on digital marketing and how they can expand digital marketing and leveraging 

social media networks better in Bangladesh we see Facebook is used by a lot of women to access 

new customers and other kinds of considerations.  ECommerce.  The fundamentals of eCommerce.  

And other, you know, how to kind of drive customer behavior.   

      A lot of deep training modules along those lines and we had some good result from it if I you 

might mention and about $120,000 in business fees from the women that were trained.  They were 

able to access foreign new international markets.  USAID Canada, Italy and a hundred percent of the 

women in the pilot reported (Indistinct) digital operations.  

      It was quite a successful program and we are thinking about replicating that in other market 

context as well.  Quickly if I might mention a study from the visa economic empowerment institute 

that came out focused on the survey of U.S. small, medium sized bases.  What is interesting for all of 

the new businesses that came up during the pandemic.  Not pre-pandemic.  They were more likely 

to be led by women and more likely to use digital options and we thought that was an interesting 

aspect.  Another aspect we learned from the research in this particular study is that the women, 

there were, the women sample and the minority women sample were more likely to export their 

products to market outside of North America.   

      While there was equivalent to North America.  There is a greater export intensity among minor 

and women owned businesses to other markets across the world.  I mention that because there is 

an implication in terms of digital trade policy and what that means for minority owned businesses 

and women owned businesses and how we can drive that further and what that makes sense.  It 

was an interesting insight we found from the visa economic empowerment institute analysis.   

      >> Thanks everybody.  We have a lot of great questions coming in the chat and I may turn quickly 

to a couple of them.  They are challenging.  Who wants to be the brave one to go for them?  One 

question is from how to reach millions of informal businesses in low income and developing 

countries and help them grow digital.  In other words, how do we scale the support and enable 

informal businesses and another question along the same lines.  Around how do we enable the 

development or change the development industry at large to go deeper with SME.  Perhaps 

oftentimes the instinct I guess is to train SME and enable them to have digital sales capabilities what 

we have seen and the congressmen at a timer here has seen is of course engaging in eCommerce 

requires a digitalization of the entire company and we are seeing in our research that the companies 

that are particularly digitized across the business functions are the ones that are most successful in 

online scheduling.  Precisely because they can have the operations, streamline the operations and 

scale their transactions with their customers.  

      To the panelist.  What are your thoughts about reaching SME at greater scale?  Particularly the 

informal ones and how do we go deeper with SME?  Do you have thoughts to share about how we 

do this?  How to have more sustained partnership with SME as they launch the digital journey.  
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      >> If I can maybe start the ball early.  One of the things we are developing in partnership with 

some of the NGO we work with.  We are developing on demand training for the SME.  We are 

developing virtual training options to cut across COVID.  And what we are seeing and my friends at 

UPS have set one up already.  Web portals.  A single source of where they can gather information.  

Creating web sites where you can go into it like a trade web site and get copies of pamphlets of 

customs documents and ever information about trade markets and there are trade portals that give 

good information about destination markets that are popular.  Gives information about the markets 

when researching what the best target markets would be.  What we are finding is the on-demand 

training.  Creating training modules, you load on portals and make available to the entities at no 

charge.  It is on demand.  And they do on their own time.  Maybe in an internet cafe.  Where they are 

not tie today a particular schedule.  On a Monday morning 8 o'clock you must report for the training.  

They can grab the training on demand.  They are scalable.  And module.  Covering different 

fundamental elements of the supply chain and that is coupled with the opportunity to do classroom 

based training or virtual online training with a subject matter expert and we also found although it is 

not as reachable in terms of numbers, we found a particular opportunity in ewe wan da where one 

of the NGO trained up coaches. We trained the coaches that were employed and select and had 

recruited and had the coaches were to go in the communities and share the experience and 

eCommerce experience they are equipped onto the rural communities who don't have access to the 

training and upscaling and those are the thoughts that I have in how we reach the community in 

that way.   

      >> I agree with Jason.  I also like Wamic mentioned UPS is also part of and we have developed 

online courses that is women can adapt and they are accessible on phones.  That is as big deal.  

Being able to have the accessible-ability on the phones so they can download it and be able to listen 

to it.  And very using clear terms so that they can understand it.  I know UPS has done some and visa 

has done others.  

      I think there is another element for the audience that is here.  Kati in some countries to access 

the women entrepreneurs in the informal or formal wherever they are we need today partner with 

the government.  In government agencies had more access to everybody.  Right?   

      The challenge for the governments is they didn't know how the to speak SME or eCommerce and 

that is where the partnership comes to go and I think we had to be more intentional about the 

access.  Putting online and sending out in social media works up to a point but you need the trusts 

and trust is very important.  And have that is one thing that I think can help us do better on that 

part.   

       The second one is what I have found out in different regions and this, I include Europe in 

this.  We are also doing a women exporter program in Europe in some cases is when you go to a 

more specialized type of and I call it credit unions but more local type of associations.  Where you 

can in person go and connect and 11-case we got together all of the women entrepreneurs and do 

the training that way.  You have to think outside of the box.  No pun intended.  It is a bad joke.  But 

that is how we are connecting with the women entrepreneurs and social media is key.  That is how 

they are opening businesses.  And having those platforms make a difference.   
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      >> If ki quickly p mention absolutely.  Maria mentioned being able to access that on the mobile 

phones and that is critical.  How do you make interesting?  Exciting.  Convenient?  You know?  That is 

why video on the mobile phone could be powerful with the increasing spread of smart phones in 

developing country markets and thinking through whack be the most easily accessible and 

convenient that would maximize the learning and the impact.  I just want to reiterate that point.   

      >> Also, a question on payments and secure payments and how do we ensure that B 2B B two C 

payments are secure and issues with fake invoices and stuff like that.  Wamic, I wonder if you are 

able to share with Visa products and the up take in different markets regarding this issue.  

      >> Thank you and absolutely.  Payments need to be safe and secure.  That fundamentally is poor.  

Right and I think in terms of our products and our solutions we put an emphasis on making sure 

that the safety and security is a top priority.  To give one specific example.  One of the eCommerce 

solutions is our cyber source platform and we have rolled out in a number of markets across the 

world in Latin America and others and we are constantly innovating and upgrading and it has used. 

And it has been leveraging facial recognition technology for example to help improve the safety and 

security and other features. T but this is r sort of the solutions that visa has to help support 

eCommerce in a number of developing countries and I just wanted to emphasize that there needs to 

be a constant investment into facial recognition and other technologies and innovations to keep that 

up to date with the increasing changes in trends and patterns in terms of cyber security and other 

kinds of issues.  That is very important.   

      >> It is a very scalable solution also with the informal sector potentially.  And we have another set 

of solutions we are working towards that perhaps enable them to scale support for SME and enable 

SME to navigate in the digital economy.  And some require to be a formal company and these are 

hybrid or more flexible solutions and we are working on a digital pilot for SME to be authenticated 

faster by the vendors.  Say a bank.  Marketplace.  Logistic companies that require data on SME.  

Essentially SME will not have to carry a bunch of keys in the pocket to open the various digital doors 

but have one master key on which to on board digit services and be authenticate and had vice versa 

if for the buyers and customers to authenticate that the SME are legitimate companies and we are 

looking to partner in the ETrade Alliance  as a flagship initiative going forward as well as.  To enable 

the scale-ability.  It is an excellent question posted in the chat.  How do we reach SME at scale?  I 

think there is one question Erica tailored to you.  How can we change the mentality for women and 

women led firms?  How do we do with men led firms so men led firms can see that women can be 

leaders and women can also be CEO and this is an issue in some markets and we see in our work 

over and over women led firms tend to higher many more women and men led firms hire more 

men.  I know you have been working a great deal on the issue and operationalized some programs.  

      >> I think the best practice is show inspirational cases and include gender content in our courses.  

For example.  With images.  And content about women successful cases.  Other practice is to do a 

focus group or groups to work with a specific topic for example.  I think we can change the mind.  It 

is very important.  It is our issue.  In this life.  It is our mission in alliance and I think with mentor 

ship.  With SMEs and a sponsor SME.  Mentor is a sponsor.  We can create a program in order to 

reach mentor to provide mentoring.  Coaching.  Networking.  I believe this is the path way to 

increase the opportunities for women to show it is possible the to do businesses globally.   
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      I think the technologies will change.  The technologies will update.  But I think the most 

important transfer them to knowledge is you can do businesses and you can do businesses globally.  

It is a way to train.  It is a particular way to train.  Learning by doing.  Implement the knowledge.  And 

change the mind.  Change the mind in all aspects and not only eCommerce.  Leadership.  

ECommerce.  Financial.  Etc.   

      I will share with you some ideas.  Or initiatives that you are, the majority of the participants are 

implementing projects for their countries.  I think we need more trainers in this sense.  It is great to 

train about formally.  Formal businesses.  But I don't know.  If we have enough people with capacity 

to train about these issues in digital commerce.   

      Obviously, there are specialists but I don't know if we have enough people to train.  As 

mentioned, it is important the eCommerce institute is a group of alliances.  We are a great network 

and most important of eCommerce and associations in Latin America and we are working together 

with associations and chambers with these issues and it is important to approach to SMEs these 

tools and these networks to approach the source of information.  I think we need to work in this 

sense.   

      >> Fantastic.  You have given this a great deal of thought and a great way to wrap up the panel 

and unfortunately, we are out of time.  I know there is many more questions and thank you all for 

fantastic participation and there is a lot for us to observe in the chat and thank you for sharing all 

kinds of documents and diagnostics with us and ideas as well.  And thank you to the great panel for 

their contributions.  Just to wrap up with a couple of thoughts.  I think what we learned and had 

heard about is the need that the SME eCommerce is not just about SME it is about transport 

infrastructure issues and interoperate-ability between SME design persons are using.  

Interoperability of digital regulations and government regulations and teaching governments about 

the policy challenge that is SMEs are facing and adjusting customs.  Taxes.  All kinds of policy 

changes to the needs of SME and eCommerce and we look and learned about tactics to reach SME 

at scale.  Thoughts about how to use technology to reach SMEs also the informal ones and the need 

we are emphasizing in the ETrade Alliance  to trailer approaches to different segment offense SME 

and there is many of them.  Not only by gender but the readiness of the digital economy.  Wide 

panel and wide ranging and I you appreciate the panelist and great insights and l also your 

leadership in the ETrade Alliance s and with that I will turn back over the to the moderators thank 

you so much.  

      >> Thank you so much Kati.  On behalf of the market links production team, we want to thank 

you so much for joining today and a great discussion.  Add any additional comments or questions 

you have in the chat.  As mentioned previously we will post the recording as well as the slides on the 

market links web site.  Thank you again for joining us and thank you to the linked in live listeners 

and have a great rest of the day.  And you can exit out like any other where it says leave thank you. 
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